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Prostitution Reform and the Reconstruction of Gender in the Weimar Republic

Looking back at the First World War in 1931, sexual scientist Magnus Hirschfeld likened
it to “a gloomy canyon” separating a distant, already historical past from a “still lively
pulsating present.” Along with millions of human corpses, buried in this canyon lay
“numerous moral and cultural values from the period we now call the prewar time.” 1 This
rupture in customary social and moral norms was starkly visible in the area of gender
relations. Total mobilization blurred distinctions between the public and private spheres,
front and home front, soldiers and civilians. Due to the absence and death of millions of
men, women’s contributions to the war effort as workers, mothers, consumers, and
household heads became increasingly vital for the prospects of victory. The twin pillars
of the prewar gender order—women’s subordination to male authority within the family
and their far-reaching exclusion from meaningful participation in the public sphere—
developed serious fissures between 1914 and 1918. 2 In the aftermath of the First World
War, historian Victoria de Grazia alerts us, “[a] restructuring of gender relations . . . went
hand in hand with the recasting of economic and political institutions to secure
conservative interests in the face of economic uncertainty and the democratization of
public life.” 3 How successful were such efforts to recast gender roles along conservative
lines in the case of Weimar Germany?
According to the dominant view among Weimar women’s historians, postwar
efforts to contain gains in women’s rights were extremely effective. 4 This interpretation
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contrasts Weimar’s constitutional commitment to women’s equal rights with the
persistence of marked legal, political, and economic discrimination against women
throughout the Weimar period. Powerful political positions and well-paid jobs remained
male preserves, a considerable gender-specific wage gap persisted, and women’s
reproductive choices continued to be severely circumscribed by pronatalist social policies
and punitive anti-abortion laws. The vast majority of scholars of Weimar women
therefore ultimately concur with Renate Bridenthal and Claudia Koonz that “[d]espite
much rhetoric about the rights of women, Germans did not envision a change in the
traditional role of women. . . .Without an appealing alternative, women persisted in their
loyalty to the familiar Kinder, Küche, Kirche ethos and saw emancipation more often as a
threat than as a blessing.” 5 From this perspective, patriarchy appears to emerge
essentially unaltered from the upheavals of war and revolution and was fortified rather
than challenged by Weimar-era efforts at women’s emancipation.
Yet, the notion of the enduring stability of patriarchal gender relations in postWorld War One Germany squares uneasily with the prominence of themes of gender
upheaval in Weimar culture. A number of recent studies focusing on cultural
representations of women during the Weimar period emphasize the obsession with
gender conflict as a pervasive theme in art, literature, and films of the 1920s. 6 Thus,
Maria Tatar’s and Beth Irwin Lewis’s analyses of representations of sexual murder in the
works of male artists such as Otto Dix and George Grosz stress the predominance of
misogynist anxieties about the loss of male power, fears Tatar and Lewis link to changes
in gender relations after the First World War. 7 Similarly, Bernd Widdig’s study of the
cultural meanings and impacts of the 1920s inflation emphasizes the central role of
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gender as a signifier of social and economic disorder. 8 What, then, was the relationship
between such cultural representations of profound change and the social condition of
gender relations in Weimar Germany?
In the Weimar Republic as elsewhere in interwar Europe, anxiety-ridden
discourses about “sexual disorder” and “moral decay” became potent political forces in
their own right that helped shape attitudes toward women’s role in society. 9 To some
extent, such debates exaggerated real shifts in established gender hierarchies. But, I
would argue, the gap between cultural perceptions of change and actual change in gender
relations was less pronounced in Weimar Germany than the bulk of the existing
historiography on Weimar women suggests (and, arguably, it was also less pronounced
than in other combatant countries like France or Britain, a point to which I will return in
the conclusion). The example of prostitution reform highlights the contradictions of
Weimar-era efforts at recasting gender roles. Legislation passed in 1927 against the
spread of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) reflected powerful anxieties over the
alleged growth in women’s promiscuity and its detrimental impact on Germany’s
prospects for national regeneration after the war. Venereal discourses of the 1920s
closely associated women’s bodies with the specters of physical and moral
“contamination.” At the same time, however, the 1927 anti-VD law was motivated by the
wish to make prostitution policy accord with women’s recent enfranchisement and the
Weimar constitution’s promise of civil equality of the sexes. Lawmakers’ rejection of the
sexual double standard and arbitrary police powers constitutive of the old system of stateregulated prostitution and their simultaneous decision to decriminalize female
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prostitution were indicative of important changes in public attitudes toward gender during
the Weimar period.

Ambivalent Reform: The 1927 Anti-Venereal Law

In 1927, the Law for Combating Venereal Diseases (Reichsgesetz zur Bekämpfung der
Geschlechtskrankheiten, or anti-VD law) abolished state-regulated prostitution
(Reglementierung, or regulationism) and decriminalized female prostitution in general. 10
Previously, prostitution had been illegal in Germany, but cities with Reglementierung
tolerated registered prostitutes. 11 State-regulated prostitution subjected prostitutes to
compulsory medical exams for sexually transmitted diseases as well as to numerous other
restrictions on their personal freedom. Thus, regulated prostitutes typically were banned
from major public areas and buildings, could only reside in lodgings approved by the
police, and had to obtain permission if they wanted to travel. A special section of the
police, the morals police (Sittenpolizei), was responsible for the supervision of
prostitution. Registered prostitutes’ exceptional legal status marked them social pariahs. 12
Women arrested for street soliciting and registered by the police generally had no
recourse to the courts. Under regulationism, the legal principle of due process did not
apply to prostitutes.
The 1927 reform marked a major triumph for bourgeois feminists, Social
Democrats, and other “abolitionist” opponents of state-regulated prostitution. Since the
movement’s inception in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, a key abolitionist
criticism of police-controlled prostitution had focused on the system’s misogynist sexual
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double standard, which severely restricted prostitutes’ legal rights while turning a blind
eye on their male clients. 13 Feminists viewed regulationism as a manifestation of the
unjust, immoral nature of male predominance in society and linked calls for the repeal of
state-regulated prostitution to wider claims for women’s rights. In the early twentieth
century, the growing impact of socio-hygienic concerns on public debates about
prostitution led to the rise of “neo-abolitionism, a doctrine that tried to combine
abolitionist theory with the supposed need for health supervision . . ..” 14 The neoabolitionist case against police-controlled prostitution blamed regulationism (and, by
extension, male sexual prerogatives) for the perceived rise in STDs and strove to
highlight the ways in which asymmetrical relationships of power between the sexes
endangered public health.
In many respects, Weimar prostitution reforms bore the imprint of neoabolitionism. The 1927 anti-VD law represented a puzzling mixture of emancipatory and
potentially repressive elements. The Reichsgesetz was modeled on similar legislation
passed in Norway and Denmark in 1889 and 1907, respectively. 15 Like its Scandinavian
counterparts, the German anti-VD law made medical treatment compulsory for people
infected with STDs. It put public health offices (Gesundheitsbehörden) in charge of
controlling the spread of VD and promised free medical treatment to poor people and to
patients likely to suffer economic disadvantages if their insurer found out about their
venereal infection. 16 To counter the spread of STDs, the anti-VD law lifted the ban on
advertising and the display of contraceptives that could serve as prophylactics. 17 After
1927, many cities installed vending machines for the sale of condoms in public
lavatories. In many towns, health offices openly advocated the use of condoms as a
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protection against venereal infection and distributed them among their clients. 18 The antiVD law broke with older attitudes that viewed a person’s infection with venereal disease
as a sign of individual guilt and a just punishment for an immoral lifestyle. 19 By
introducing free treatment for poor people and for persons who would suffer
economically if they notified their insurer, the Reichsgesetz established the right of
venereal patients to medical care and protected them from certain forms of
discrimination. The liberalization of regulations concerning the public display of
prophylactics was a major achievement for sexual reformers. As Cornelie Usborne has
pointed out, “[s]uch availability of this type of contraceptive . . . resulted in low prices
and paved the way for the general acceptability of contraception.” 20 For women,
improved access to certain contraceptives after 1927 marked an important gain in
reproductive rights.
Alongside these voluntary incentives, however, the anti-VD law also introduced a
range of compulsory measures. Clause 4 authorized public health agencies to subject
persons who violated the STD regulations to compulsory medical tests and treatment.
There was no general registration of all people infected with STDs. Yet the new law
required physicians to report venereal patients who interrupted their treatment. Clause 5
stipulated that knowingly infecting others with STDs was punishable with up to three
years in prison provided the damaged party raised criminal charges. As these examples
illustrate, the 1927 anti-VD law linked progressive initiatives like the decriminalization
of prostitution and the legalization of the public display of certain contraceptives to a set
of highly problematic provisions that infringed on diseased people’s individual rights.
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The rather Draconian measures included in the Reichsgesetz reflected the high
intensity of the VD scare gripping much of Germany’s public during the Weimar years. It
was widely believed that sexually transmitted diseases had increased dramatically during
wartime and demobilization, and medical experts pointed to the ominous implications of
this “venereal pollution” for the country’s declining birthrate. 21 A national survey
conducted between 15 November and 14 December 1919 showed that one percent of the
German population received treatment for VD or illnesses resulting from a prior infection
with syphilis. 22 Based on the number of new patients physicians reported for this onemonth period, scientists calculated that every year, over half a million Germans
contracted fresh venereal infections. 23 According to official estimates from the early
1920s, women’s infection with gonorrhea prevented roughly 100,000 births annually, and
the long-term effects of various types of venereal diseases rendered up to 300,000
marriages sterile. 24 Syphilis, which could cause stillbirths as well as serious birth defects,
was considered to be extremely common. Against the backdrop of considerable
population losses during and after the war, such figures seemed to jeopardize Germany’s
prospects of regeneration. They also supported the neo-abolitionist argument that
Reglementierung had become utterly inadequate as a means of containing the spread of
STDs.
How serious was the danger of Germany’s “venereal pollution” after the First
World War? Contemporary observers as well as historians have underlined the
inconclusive, contradictory nature of statistical evidence concerning the prevalence of
STDs in the early Weimar period. Several factors hindered an accurate assessment of the
extent of STDs. Because no provisions for the compulsory registration (Meldepflicht) of
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people infected with VD existed, a significant number of venereal patients never came to
the authorities’ attention. The moral stigma attached to VD greatly increased reluctance
to report these illnesses. Moreover, since the first national survey of STDs dated from
1919, it was impossible to reach precise conclusions about the war’s impact on the spread
of venereal infections in the German population as a whole. The 1919 survey itself was
seriously flawed, in part due to the low rate of response among general practitioners, VD
specialists, and hospitals. 25 The often inconclusive results of statistical studies concerning
the spread of STDs during and after the First World War have prompted historians to
look elsewhere for the reasons behind Weimar-era fears about the “venereal
contamination” of the German people. Thus, Richard Bessel has suggested that “[t]he
problem was not that venereal disease had reached this or that level, but that social and
sexual behavior, particularly of women, appeared out of control.” 26
There is ample evidence supporting the view that conservative concerns about
changes in established gender and family hierarchies played a central role in postwar
debates about STDs. The official justification attached to the 1922 draft of the Law for
Combating Venereal Diseases stressed that “[i]n the course of the war, venereal diseases .
. . have spread to an alarming extent due to the progressive disintegration of family life
and the inevitable unruliness (Verwilderung) of youth lacking fatherly authority.” 27 The
primary cause of the increase in STDs, the legislators argued, was “the uninhibited sex
drive, which leads to a situation where numerous persons involved in constantly changing
sexual relationships expose themselves repeatedly to new dangers of venereal infection.”
It had become common practice that “a man will have intercourse with several women or
a woman with several men.” 28 While sexual promiscuity in men was nothing new,
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observers were alarmed that women now engaged in promiscuous sexual relations as
well.
Concerns over the public dangers of female promiscuity played an important role
in the implementation of the 1927 Law for Combating Venereal Diseases. In theory, the
Reichsgesetz applied equally to both sexes. In practice, however, the anti-VD law’s
provisions for the regular medical control of people suspected of spreading STDs largely
remained focused on prostitutes. A survey conducted in 1930 by the Deutscher Städtetag,
the organization of German municipalities, showed that most public health agencies (with
the important exceptions of Berlin, Hamburg, and Cologne) still required regular medical
exams from all persons who engaged in prostitution. 29 “In numerous cities,” the survey
stressed, “this measure thus far applies only to women.” 30 The continuation of
prostitutes’ regular checkups remained controversial among politicians and legal experts,
many of whom argued that the practice was incompatible with the anti-VD law’s
abolitionist intentions. Nevertheless, the example of prostitutes’ medical exams shows
that the expansion of socio-hygienic measures against the spread of STDs could function
to reinforce rather than undermine discriminatory state controls of female sexuality.
Despite the marked gender bias in the implementation of the 1927 anti-VD law, it
would be a mistake to conclude that this reform simply upheld conventional gender roles
and sexual mores. The extent to which Weimar prostitution reforms challenged
established notions of gender, moral propriety, and social order becomes particularly
apparent when we take a closer look at their impact on prostitutes’ lives and political
movements during the 1920s and early 1930s.
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Prostitutes’ Rights and the 1927 Prostitution Reform

With the abolition of regulationism, the conditions under which prostitutes lived and
worked changed significantly. The Law for Combating Venereal Diseases outlawed
brothels yet made it easier for prostitutes to rent private apartments. Clause 180 of the
criminal code, which hitherto had penalized landlords who rented rooms to prostitutes for
procuring (Kuppelei), was liberalized. After 1927, landlords who accommodated adult
prostitutes only committed a criminal offense if they charged excessive rates or exploited
prostitutes in other ways, or if they recruited or encouraged their tenants to engage in
prostitution. 31 Only the provision that women could not share an apartment with children
between the ages of three and eighteen remained from the numerous residential
restrictions that previously operated under regulationism. The anti-VD law offered
prostitutes new protections against exploitation through landlords and allowed them to
live in neighborhoods of their choice. Compared to the situation under Reglementierung,
when many cities had confined registered prostitutes to specific streets and houses, this
was a substantial improvement.
In the area of hygienic supervision, streetwalkers also gained new rights, although
these gains were more limited. Clause 4 of the Reichsgesetz specified that public health
offices could require medical documentation (Gesundheitszeugnis) from “persons
urgently suspected of being infected with a venereal disease and of spreading the disease
to others.” This provision often functioned as a legal basis for requiring regular health
tests of women suspected of prostitution. However, clause 4 also stipulated that, barring
exceptional cases, people under supervision of the health office had the right to choose
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private physicians who examined them for STDs. Based on this provision, major cities—
including Berlin, Breslau, Leipzig, Dresden, Chemnitz, Bochum, and Bremen—permitted
prostitutes to visit private specialists instead of public health facilities. 32 In Berlin,
prostitutes able to prove that they had not been infected with gonorrhea within the last
twelve months or with syphilis within the last five years obtained release from
compulsory medical supervision altogether. 33
Despite the fact that most cities (with the notable exception of Berlin) required
streetwalkers to pay for their private exams out of their own pocket, many prostitutes
preferred to visit a private physician instead of attending the free exams at the health
office. Thus, in April 1928 the Chemnitz health office reported that most prostitutes
received their Gesundheitszeugnisse from private specialists. 34 Dresden officials
estimated that between 60 and 75 percent of all prostitutes required to submit health
certificates used private physicians. 35 The fact that many prostitutes took advantage of
their new right to choose a private physician underlines the positive aspects of this
measure. Visits with a private specialist likely offered greater privacy and discretion and
therefore might have been a less humiliating experience for prostitutes. Private physicians
had stronger financial incentives to treat their patients with a certain amount of courtesy
and respect. In cities that allowed them to attend private exams, prostitutes were better
able to avoid doctors they disliked or distrusted, including police physicians whom they
had encountered under regulationism. Few cities followed Berlin’s example, where
prostitutes who fulfilled certain health requirements were released from required medical
tests. In many places, health officials confined streetwalkers infected with STDs to the
hospital and subjected them to compulsory treatment.
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The most important achievement of the anti-VD law was the decriminalization of
prostitution. After 1927, many repressive restrictions on prostitutes’ personal liberty
ceased to exist. Prostitutes now had unimpaired access to any public area, museum,
theater, or restaurant. They no longer needed the police’s permission if they wanted to
travel, change their apartments, or leave their homes after dark. No regulations prescribed
their attire, banned them from public transportation, or forbade them to own pets. They
could share private apartments with other prostitutes and did not have to grant the police
unrestricted access to their homes. The 1927 prostitution reform offered prostitutes new
rights of legal redress against police harassment. No woman suspected of prostitution
could be arrested and penalized without a proper trial. Some restrictions remained. Thus,
solicitation was illegal in towns smaller than 15,000 inhabitants and in areas immediately
contiguous to schools and churches. However, inconspicuous public prostitution ceased
to constitute a criminal offense. This enabled prostitutes to challenge police officers who
arrested them for street soliciting. By granting prostitutes key civil rights, such as
freedom of movement and due process, the 1927 reform signified a radical break with the
past.

Retrieving Prostitutes’ Own Voices

It is difficult to reconstruct prostitutes’ own views of the 1927 reform. A collection of
thirty-five interviews with former brothel residents conducted in 1928 offers certain
limited glimpses at their attitudes. 36 Among the ten women who expressed their opinions
about the new system, three rejected it, mainly because they feared abolition would lead
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to increased competition with nonprofessionals. Seven, however, considered the law an
important improvement of their situation. Thus, Ella Ziegler from Karlsruhe declared that
she was “happy about the new law” because it allowed her to return to a normal life.
Ziegler stressed that she wished to “live again like a human being, not an animal.” 37
Frieda Maurer, too, supported the reform because it ended the social isolation of
prostitutes, who now “counted again as human beings instead of being locked away.” 38
Most of the women welcomed the new law because it ended their dependency on the
brothel. Not all of them took a remorseful position towards their work. For instance,
thirty-four-year-old Ida Schuesser told the interviewer that she was in favor of the law
because “one [does] not need to become the embodiment of virtue and still [can] lead a
more humane and comfortable life.” 39 These examples show that at least a certain group
of former registered prostitutes supported the 1927 reform because it offered them new
rights and freed them from the repressive elements of regulationism.
The decriminalization of prostitution energized streetwalkers to resist attacks on
their legal and economic rights. Thus, Leipzig prostitutes founded an association that
employed legal counsel to defend its members against the police. In March 1931, the
Saxon Ministry of Labor and Welfare (Sächsisches Arbeits- und Wohlfahrtsministerium)
reported that “[a] large number of Leipzig prostitutes have submitted a petition to the city
magistrate and the chief of police, in which they protest against unduly repressive
measures on the part of the police. They argue that they have the right to pursue their
business like any other tradesperson, since they pay taxes and would become dependent
on social welfare if the severe controls continued.” 40 In the city-state of Bremen,
prostitutes challenged what they considered illegal forms of police repression. According
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to the Bremen health office, streetwalkers there had founded “a kind of protective
association which represents the supposed rights of its members...through a certain
lawyer.” 41 After July 1932, the Bremen police arrested streetwalkers on the basis of the
Law for the Temporary Arrest and Detention of Persons (Gesetz betreffend das
einstweilige Vorführen und Festhalten von Personen), which allowed the police to detain
individuals for a period of up to twenty-four hours if this appeared necessary to protect
the person’s own or the public’s safety. Prostitutes opposed this practice as incompatible
with the decriminalization of prostitution and sued the police for false imprisonment and
grievous bodily harm. 42 Bremen police officials were exasperated by the conflict,
especially since negotiations with the court had cast doubt on the legality of the police
measure. 43
Health officials also encountered opposition in their efforts to subject
streetwalkers to regular controls for STDs. In September 1927, Frankfurt prostitutes
organized picket lines to protest the health office’s order that they resume their regular
checkups at the municipal hospital. 44 After consultations with their lawyer, the women
declared that they were determined to oppose the measure, which in their eyes constituted
an “illegal continuation of police control.” They believed that “the new law with its
provisions for compulsory medical treatment is only applicable to diseased prostitutes
refusing to consult a physician” and emphasized their right to a doctor of their own
choice. 45 The prostitutes’ collective protest forced the health office to issue a statement
defending its policy and led to a public debate about the issue. Even if ultimately most of
the women accepted the health checks, their organization had put considerable pressure
on Frankfurt officials.
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Prostitutes’ resistance to public authorities was a crucial factor in the backlash
against liberal prostitution reforms during the early 1930s. In many cities, the police
intensified crackdowns on streetwalkers and tightened regulations for the protection of
“public decency.” 46 As a result, streetwalkers’ lives became highly precarious. In
conversations with Magnus Hirschfeld, former registered prostitutes complained that
their situation had vastly deteriorated since the passage of the anti-VD law. 47 Police
suppression of street soliciting, the women claimed, was more severe than under
regulationism and often forced them to spend all their earnings on fines. One prostitute
told Hirschfeld, “she was longing to return to the brothel, where one used to have one’s
own warm room and could wait for the men. . . . [N]ow, [the prostitutes] were standing
on the street corners, were cold . . . and in constant danger of being harassed by the
police.” 48
But if the 1927 reform in some ways might have rendered prostitutes’ lives more
difficult by outlawing brothels, it also offered them a new legal basis for challenging the
police’s actions. Prostitutes started to reach out to progressive organizations to gain
support in their fights with the police. Thus, in the spring of 1930, a group of twenty-four
Cologne prostitutes appealed to the German League for Human Rights (Deutsche Liga
für Menschenrechte) for help. In the letter reprinted in the left-wing journal, Die
Weltbühne, the women described how the Cologne police “hunted them down.” 49 A large
contingent of plainclothes policemen constantly were engaged in identifying
streetwalkers; if a woman addressed one of them, she was immediately arrested and taken
into custody. Conditions in the police prison were so primitive and unhygienic that one
detainee had caught pneumonia there. The prostitutes urged the League to take up their
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case as “ostracized human beings...[who] also have a right to live” and stressed that they
too were “people’s comrades” (Volksgenossen) whose “barbarian treatment” through
police officials had to be stopped. 50
Similarly, Berlin prostitutes protested against intensified repression through the
police. In April 1930, Maria Schneider petitioned Prussia’s Minister of the Interior “on
behalf of a larger group of prostitutes residing in Berlin’s working-class
neighborhood.” 51 The women, who solicited in the area surrounding Alexanderplatz,
objected “that a veritable hunt is organized against us...so that we no longer can enter the
lodging houses.” They criticized the class bias of this measure: “In the elegant
neighborhoods, the same thing [i.e., prostitution] is done on a much grander scale than in
our working-class neighborhood.” However, no measures were taken against upper-class
prostitutes because their clientele included only “better gentlemen.” The Alexanderplatz
prostitutes maintained that their lower-class customers had the same right to sexual
gratification as the elites: “You, Herr Minister, have to admit that a man with a lower
income also once in a while wants and needs to consort with a woman without worrying
about impregnating her.” If the minister could not act on their behalf, the women
considered hiring a lawyer and approaching members of the Reichstag. As the Cologne
and Berlin examples show, even under conditions of increasing repression, Weimar
prostitutes continued to organize in defense of their rights. The emergence of political
movements among streetwalkers constituted a radical change in the nature of prostitution
during the Weimar Republic.

Conclusion
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In the early 1930s, the backlash against the decriminalization of prostitution rapidly
gained momentum. Representatives of the moral Right (especially members of the
Catholic Center Party and certain groups of conservative Protestants affiliated with the
German-National People’s Party) closed ranks with police officials to demand the return
to a regulationist system. Many cities cracked down on street soliciting, often in open
violation of the provisions of the 1927 Law for Combating Venereal Diseases. Rightwing extremist groups like the Nazis successfully turned the decriminalization of
prostitution into a campaign issue, claiming that the emancipation of prostitutes from the
restrictions of Reglementierung proved the utter moral and political bankruptcy of the
democratic state of Weimar. 52
The moral agenda’s importance for helping generate the anti-democratic backlash
attests to the success, not failure, of Weimar gender reforms. Only because the prewar
gender order and system of sexual mores had been significantly challenged and partially
undermined in post-World War One Germany could issues of “immorality” play such a
central role in right-wing attacks on the Weimar Republic. This underlines the centrality
of struggles over the restructuring of gender relations for the course of Weimar history.
The history of prostitution during the 1920s and early 1930s sheds new light on vital
factors and dynamics in the destruction of Weimar democracy. Equally important, it
points to certain positive achievements of Germany’s first experiment in liberalparliamentary government, and in particular to the remarkable (if highly contested)
potential of Weimar democracy for the inclusion of morally stigmatized groups like
prostitutes.
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One could make the argument that the Weimar Republic differed in several
important ways from other European countries struggling to restore their prewar gender
systems during the interwar decades. The historical evidence suggests that conflicts over
the restructuring of gender relations were particularly severe and protracted in Germany,
where the wartime militarization of society had been especially effective in dislodging
conventional forms of male dominance. 53 Discourses about “moral decline” assumed a
distinctive shrillness in the Weimar Republic, because here the crisis of the old gender
regime coincided with military defeat, dramatic changes in the political system, and
impressive socialist victories. The November Revolution initially brought to power
political forces—most important, the SPD—with a strong record of supporting woman’s
emancipation. The contradictions of Social Democratic gender politics notwithstanding,
conservatives had reason to be alarmed. 54 Germany was the center of the international
movement for sexual reform, and public debates over issues of abortion reform, birth
control, and homosexual rights assumed a new prominence during the Weimar years. In
cities and states with socialist governments, sex reformers frequently received logistic
and financial support from public sources. 55 Weimar Germany reduced penalties for
abortion, improved access to certain contraceptive devices, and decriminalized
prostitution at a time when neighboring France severely tightened its anti-abortion laws,
outlawed the sale and distribution of contraceptives, and streamlined its system of stateregulated prostitution. 56
The profound double rupture taking place in Germany during and after World
War One—the demise of the old political order alongside the collapse of the established
patriarchal gender regime—created unique conditions for gender relations in the Weimar
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Republic. Especially among more conservative segments of the German population,
military defeat increased yearnings for a return to stable conventional gender roles. At the
same time, however, the lost war and political democratization paved the way for
significant liberalizations in attitudes toward women’s rights and sexual morality,
changes which are even more striking when viewed from a comparative perspective.
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